Many Laue diffraction patterns from crystals of particular biological or chemical interest are of insufficient quality for their analysis to be feasible. In many cases, this is because of pronounced streaking of the spots owing to either large mosaic spread or disorder introduced during reactions in the crystal. Methods for the analysis of exposures exhibiting radial or near-radial streaking are described, along with their application in Laue diffraction studies of form-II crystals of Met-tRNA synthetase and a photosynthetic reaction centre from Rhodobacter sphaeroides. In both cases, variable elliptical radial masking has led to significant improvements in data quality and quantity and exposures that previously were too streaked to process may now be analysed. These masks can also provide circular profiles as a special case for processing high-quality Laue exposures and spatial-overlap deconvolution may be performed using the elliptical or circular masks.
Introduction
The analysis of high-quality Laue diffraction exposures using standard methods (Helliwell et al., 1989; ) is now a routine procedure that has yielded important structural information (see, for example, Schlichting et al., 1990) and has proved extremely successful in a wide variety of studies. Unfortunately, many Laue exposures are far from perfect, often displaying streaked spots that preclude their evaluation. Many of these poor exposures arise from disorder within protein crystals that can have dramatic effects on the Laue exposures produced. Although the disorder may only be slight, the effects are often too great to allow data processing to be undertaken. This disorder is often displayed in the pronounced streaking of the spots, commonly as a result of high mosaic spread in the crystals (Andrews, Hails, Harding & Cruickshank, 1987) , whose effect unfortunately is greatly enhanced on a diffraction pattern arising from a white beam.
The streaking of the spots on a Laue diffraction pattern may also arise from a transient disorder in the crystal, which may occur during a reaction. Crystals that ordinarily produce acceptable, or even good, Laue diffraction patterns can exhibit transient disorder during a transition (Reynolds et al., 1988) or when substrates are diffused into them via a flow cell (Campbell et al., 1990) . The temporary loss of quality in the diffraction pattern, as far as ordinary processing of the data is concerned, often occurs at vital points throughout the experiment, at just the stages where it would be most desirable to follow any structural changes that might be taking place in the crystal. While the nature of the disorder may be such that interpretation of the exposures may not lead to meaningful structural results, if structural changes in the crystal are to be followed using the Laue method then there will nevertheless be many instances where the analysis of less than ideal exposures could prove invaluable. Although it may be possible to improve the quality of the exposures by biochemically redesigning the experiment -for example, a different substrate may reduce the amount of disorder which occurs -it would be much more useful to be able to use these films as they are.
Details are given here of procedures applicable to the analysis of exposures that show radial or near-radial streaking. No attempt is made in this work to account for the variation in streak lengths observed in different film regions nor to account for streaks that deviate markedly from radial inclinations. These methods have been applied in Laue studies of a photosynthetic reaction centre from Rhodobacter sphaeroides and of form-II crystals of methionyltRNA synthetase. (Rossmann, 1979; Greenhough & Suddath, 1986) , with simple box summation also provided as an alternative in the Laue-exposure analysis suite (Helliwell et aL, 1989) . These methods rely on a square or rectangular box, which is of a constant size over the exposure for profile fitting and expands according to oblique incidence for box summation.
LAUE IMAGE ANALYSIS. II. VARIABLE RADIAL ELLIPTICAL MASKING
A constant square box is particularly applicable to the integration of high-quality Laue exposures, which have a constant spot size and shape. Where spots are drawn out into radial streaks, this box must necessarily be of a greater size than the lengths of the streaks present on the exposure by an amount sufficient to determine the background around the spot. In addition to this, in profile fitting, even where the radial streaking is slight, the averaging of spots whose radial disposition and size varies over a wide angle will produce a standard profile that is smeared out, reflecting these varying angles and sizes. Such a profile will have a poor fit to each and every contributor to which it is applied and measurement will suffer further. Although standard box-summation integration is known to be generally less accurate than profile fitting (Greenhough & Suddath, 1986) , it is, however, perhaps more applicable to significantly streaked exposures using the currently available methods. Nevertheless, the size and shape of each individual integration box will be both inappropriate and generally far too large to allow accurate intensities to be measured.
In both profile fitting and box summation, when significant variation is present and large boxes are required, many integration boxes will contain contributions from more than one spot. Unless a spatial-overlap definition based on the box dimensions is used, this will result in poor measurements despite the fact that the great majority of spots may be spatially well separated. Using a spatial-overlap definition appropriate to the required box size will, however, lead to a significant reduction in the number of spots available for integration. The problem of varying shapes and sizes may be overcome by applying an appropriate mask to each spot or area of the film. Further improvement is attainable, with profile fitting, by modifying the standard profile bin arrangement such that each bin encompasses only a narrow angular range. By modifying the bin arrangement and introducing variable elliptical radial masking, many previously unprocessable exposures may now be analysed.
Modified integration-bin arrangement for profile fitting
Some Laue exposures, although indicating disorder in the crystal, exhibit only slight streaking, and the spots on the film are still fairly discrete. For these films, which contain streaky spots rather than streaks, it is possible to obtain reliable profile-fitted measurements of the integrated intensities with only a minor modification to the standard integration procedure of Laue films using INTLA UE . This involves rearrangement of the seventeen standard profile-integration bins on the film. An extended version of Fig. 1 from Shrive et al. (1990) is included here for clarity (Fig. 1) .
Prior to integration, the pattern must be predicted and generated. This may be carried out using the standard Laue software package of Helliwell et al. (1989) , except that a little more thought is needed in the choice of the spatial-overlap cutoff. The designation of spatially overlapping spots in the pattern prediction is based on the centre-to-centre distance between two spots and thus the overlap cutoff is usually chosen as the average size of the spots on the film. This is acceptable for the discrete spots obtained on good Laue diffraction patterns. The spot shapes on streaky films are asymmetric, being more elliptical than circular. While the spatial-overlap deconvolution procedure in the integration program is designed to not reject points from a spatially separated spot incorrectly flagged as an overlapped spot, no account is taken of a spatially overlapped spot flagged as spatially separated. Thus, it is much better to overpredict the number of spatials than to underpredict them. To ensure that streaky spots that are actually overlapped in the radial direction are not flagged as spatially separated, the average spot length should be chosen to define the overlap of the spots. Even in only moderately dense patterns, this will drastically reduce the amount of available data, even when overlap deconvolution is carried out, and a compromise overlap definition may be necessary. Streaky films have been processed, in the same manner as standard Laue films, with the modified integration-bin arrangement. In one case, the spatial-overlap criterion was based on the streak length, while, in a second case, it was based on the streak width, in an attempt to maximize the amount of unique data. In the first case, the spatial-overlap criterion chosen is far too large for the narrow streak dimension and results in less data being available than could actually be obtained from the films. The second method results in spatially overlapped spots being flagged as separated and thus produces errors in the integrated intensities themselves. Rather than basing the spatial overlapping of the spots on the centre-to-centre distance of circular spots, it would be more desirable to use the elliptical shape of the spots to decide on their overlap with neighbours.
Furthermore, whilst the bin-arrangement modification is sufficient for integration of the film shown in Fig. 2(a) , it is just about at its limit of reliability for those Laue exposures that exhibit much greater streaking, such as that in Fig. 2(b) . The exposure shown in Fig. 2(c) is not satisfactorily processable using standard integration boxes, even with the modified bin arrangement. Additional complications in data processing may also arise with such images, where the streaks are large and reflections may be spread over absorption edges.
Variable elliptical radial masking
An elliptical-radial-integration-mask procedure based on the size and extent of the streaks has been developed to process films that exhibit radial or near-radial streaking of spots. According to Andrews et al. (1987) , the radial length of these mosaic streaks increases as 2r/cf/cos 2 20
(1) and the perpendicular width increases as 21/cf sin 0/cos 20,
where cf is the crystal-to-film distance for an exposure of a crystal composed of crystallites whose orientations are uniformly distributed within an angular range _+q/2 and 0 is the Bragg angle. Although this formulation is applicable in many cases, some Laue exposures exhibit streaks of fairly constant length throughout the pattern (see Fig. 2 ). Thus, an elliptical mask of the spots on the film has been developed that may vary in size radially or remain constant in size throughout the film but may not remain constant directionally. The length of the elliptical mask in the radial direction is given by
where C and k are constants. A constant streak of length a may be obtained by putting k = 0. When k < 0, radially decreasing streak lengths are obtained; k > 0 gives radially increasing streaks and results in a reduction to (1) when k = 1 and C = r/cf. The width of the streaks on the films, in the perpendicularto-radial direction, often varies very little and appears fairly constant throughout. Thus, the mask width of the streaks is assumed constant, although should the widths vary widely it would be simple to implement an algorithm similar to (3) to mimic varying streak widths. It is important to note that, if a is constant and equal to b, then circular masks applicable to high-quality Laue exposures will be obtained. The choice of the value of k in (3) will depend on how the streak lengths are observed to vary with 0. In (1), a crystal-to-film distance of 200 mm will theoretically produce an increase in length of 9% between spots near to the film centre and those at the edge, while a distance of 75 mm gives a 65% increase. The Laue-pattern prediction, as well as the rest of the processing of the films wherever possible, has been performed using the programs of Helliwell et al. (1989) with modification for deconvoluting spatially overlapped spots . The spatial-overlapdesignation procedure adopted for elliptical masking is to choose the average width, not length, of the spots as the spatial-overlap limit in GENLAUE, followed by an intermediate program UPDATE (Shrive & Greenhough, 1992) , prior to integration, to further designate spatially overlapped spots according to the elliptical radial mask of (3).
Once the spatially overlapping spots have been correctly designated, integration may be performed. As well as the radial bin arrangement for profile fitting, the integration mask for each spot is radial, its length in this direction being given by (3). The actual number of points in the peak area of each spot is given by those points that lie within an ellipse of length a rasters and width b rasters, centred at the (x,y) coordinates given for the particular spot from the GENLAUE refinement. A set of ignored points surrounds the peak area. These consist of those points that lie between the two concentric ellipses centred at (x, y), the inner one of length a and width b and the outer one of length a + 1 rasters and width b + 1 rasters. The background for a spot is determined from the points that lie within the ellipse of length a + n rasters and width b + n rasters (n > 1) and outside the ellipse a + 1 and width b + 1 rasters. An example of a complete radial elliptical integration mask (applied to the standard square profile in Fig.  3a) is displayed in Fig. 3(b) .
If the spots are integrated by a simple box summation, each spot on the film will have its own individual integration mask whose radial direction, and size when k ~ 0 in (3), is determined by its position on the film. If the spots are integrated via profile fitting, only constant-streak-length masks may currently be used because the profile-fitting procedure is based on a constant peak size and shape within each integration bin (Greenhough & Suddath, 1986) . During profile fitting, each radial standard profile is formed in the usual way (Greenhough & Suddath, 1986) , except that the integration mask of the standard profile is formed from a combination of the individual masks of the spots that are included in the standard profiles. Thus, throughout the integration of the films, some form of elliptical radial mask is used for each spot; either an individual one with box summation or a standard one in each bin with profile fitting. Individual masks are also used for each spot in the positional refinement during integration. . 3b ) and the spots in bin 3 for the exposure in Fig. 2(a) is given in Fig. 3(c) .
• . Table 1 ). The streaking of the spots on film 5 has increased with cumulative exposure and the film could not be analysed using the standard methods and software• Applications small substrates, such as methionine and its analogues, unlike the form-I crystals, which crack
Methionyl-tRNA synthetase during the reaction. It would thus be extremely The form-I crystal structure of an active monomeric desirable to solve the form-II structure to allow the tryptic fragment of methionyl-tRNA synthetase collection and analysis of data from crystals soaked (Cassio & Waller, 1971 ) has been solved (Risler, in various substrates. The form-II crystals of :~" Zelwer & Brunie, 1981; Zelwer, Risler & Brunie, 1982) Met-tRNA synthetase grow as thin plates (circa and refined to 1.8 A resolution (Brunie et al., 1987) 0.3 × 0.6 × 0.05 mm), are in short supply, scatter but the structure from the form-II crystals has yet to weakly and are radiation sensitive. Tentative attempts be determined. The cell parameters for the two forms to study them with a diffractometer equipped with an are very similar and they share the same space group area detector have met with limited success although (P21; a = 78.2, b = 44.9, c = 86.9A, # = 107.8°). pictures have been collected of a complex with The form-II crystals, however, allow the diffusion of methionine (Zelwer, unpublished results) . As the Laue 42 44 50 plied by 1000 for the peak points in the profile and spots in bin 3 for the exposure shown in Fig. 2(a) . Background points are labelled B for clarity.
method can provide a rapid means of collecting single-crystal data and a large amount of unique data can be obtained from each exposure, it would seem that this might perhaps provide the best method of collecting as complete a data set as possible from the few crystals available. Laue exposures of Met-tRNA synthetase crystals soaked in methionine were taken on station 9.7 at the Daresbury Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS) using the full unfocused white radiation from the wiggler magnet on beam-line 9. The data were collected on six-film packs and, wherever possible, several exposures were taken on different parts of the same crystal. The exposure times varied in the range 1-3 s, depending on the size of the crystal and the beam current. The Laue exposures exhibited pronounced near-radial streaking of the spots, consistent with a high mosaicity. A correlation between exposure time and streak length was suggested by the exposures. The exposures were, however, too weak to process if hardly any streaking at all was to occur on the films. Since all the exposures exhibited streaking to some degree, the six film-packs that contained less-streaky spots (up to 1.1 mm in length), along with one showing pronounced streaks, were chosen to be integrated. Examples of these exposures are given in Fig. 2 . The orientations of the films and the pattern predictions were performed using the programs described by Helliwell et al. (1989) . The converged root-meansquare residuals between the observed and predicted patterns in GENLA UE were higher than those usually obtained from Laue diffraction patterns containing discrete spots, which usually give values <0.05 mm. The best six film-packs converged with residuals of 0.078-0.116 mm, while film 5 (Fig. 2c) gave residuals of 0.14-0.19 mm and did not converge. This exposure, the second of three taken at different orientations on the same part of the crystal, is an example of cumulative exposure resulting in increased mosaicity. The first of the three (film 4 in Table 1 ) is of similar quality to film 3 (Fig. 2b) .
The best six film-packs were initially integrated using the standard program, INTLA UE, with only the standard profile bin arrangement changed, to a radial distribution (see Fig. l b) following the radial streaking of the spots on the films. The spatial-overlap cutoff for each film was set to the average streak length in the film segment showing the most pronounced streaking [for example, integration bin 12 (see Fig. 1 ) for film 3 (Fig. 2b) ].This varied from 0.8 (Fig. 2a ) to 1.1 mm, with spots closer than half this value being rejected completely ). This will necessarily reduce considerably the amount of data available for integration while increasing the number of spatial overlaps. In each case, the standard profiles confirmed the suitability of the elliptical dimensions and the standard profile for bin 3 of the exposure in reflec-* 'All data' includes deconvoluted spatially overlapped tions.
* The streak length used as the radial extent of the peaks in elliptical integration and as the spatial-overlap cutoff using standard integration boxes. For the radial-mask integration, a streak width of 0.3 mm was used for the overlap cutoff and an ellipticalintegration-mask width of 0.4 mm for each film pack. ÷ Defined as 100 Z (ll -(1)[)/Zl. § Prediction to 3 A only. This film (Fig. 2c) could not be processed using the standard software. Fig. 2(a) is given in Fig. 3(a) . The crystal-to-film distances used here (see Fig. 2 ) suggest an increase in streak length with 0 according to (1) of 9% for films 3 and 5 (Figs. 2b and c) and 18% for film 24 (Fig.  2a) . The advantages of profile fitting and thus a constant mask within each integration bin (Greenhough & Suddath, 1986) were preferred to ellipses expanding with 0 and simple box summation, particularly as no significant increase in length with theta could be identified visually.
Apart from the modified bin arrangement, the data were processed in the usual way. A list of the merging R factors and the numbers of spots output after individual film-pack scaling in AFSCALE (Helliwell et al., 1989 ) is given in Table 1 . As none of the film packs contained a large amount of data and the crystal system is of low symmetry, all six film-packs were combined to determine the normalization curve by scaling symmetry-equivalent reflections stimulated at different wavelengths (Table 2) . Data with 2 < 0.49 • showed poor agreement and were omitted. The spatially separated data with I/a(l)> 2 gave a data set of 2738 unique reflections with an R factor of 13.0% (1608). This constitutes 10.9% of the unique (4651) . This is the maximum available data using standard methods, from the exposures collected in this experimental configuration, since none of the other available exposures can be successfully analysed in this way. The six exposures were reprocessed using the variable radial-elliptical-masking procedures described above. The spatial-overlap cutoff was chosen as 0.3 mm, the average width of the streaks on all the films, and reflections closer than 0.15mm were rejected. The flagging of further spatially overlapped spots according to a radial elliptical mask was then performed using the intermediate program UPDATE. This greatly increases the number of separated spots compared with the previous method of processing employed and, as expected, increased the total number of spots that could be integrated on each film pack.
A constant streak length was chosen for each particular film-pack according to the average length of the streaks on the films, as shown in Table 1 . A constant streak width of 0A mm was chosen for each integration. This was slightly larger than the chosen overlap cutoff of 0.3 mm. The standard profiles indicate that the spot widths are approximately 0.3 mm but an integration-ellipse width of 0.4 mm allows some leeway when the positional refinement is slightly out. This occurs as a result of a relatively poor refinement in GENLA UE where the radial nature of the spots is not accounted for; indeed, the most streaked film considered (Fig. 2c) could not be refined satisfactorily at all under these conditions. The standard profile with the applied radial mask for the spots in bin 3 of the exposure in Fig. 2(a) is shown in Fig. 3(b) and the standard hi's for overlap deconvolution are shown in Fig. 3(c) .
The merging R factors for the data after film-pack scaling in AFSCALE are given in Table 1 . These can be compared with those obtained by integration with just the radial-bin-arrangement modification (see Fig.  1 b) . The number of positive-intensity singlets obtained for each film-pack, from spatially separated spots, has been increased by a factor of ,-~ 2-3, with around 50% more data available overall.
The six film-packs were again combined for wavelength normalization (Table 2) . 4951 unique reflections (19.7% to 2.3 A resolution) were obtained for the spatially separated data with an R factor of 0.12 (4427) for 0.49<2<1.6A
and I/a(I)>2. Inclusion of the spatially deconvoluted data provided 6162 unique reflections (24.6% to 2.3 A resolution) with an R factor of 0.14 (5809) for the same selection criteria. The amount of unique data obtained has increased considerably, with no significant loss of quality, compared with the previous integration.
The analysis of film 5 (Fig. 2c) did not prove possible with the standard GENLA UE program, with residuals of 0.14-0.19 mm and a lack of convergence in the refinement. Modification of the program to incorporate the radial-masking formulation for spot shape gave a converged residual of 0.08 mm and a much improved prediction. The streak length was taken as 1.3mm and the film was successfully integrated using the radial masks following the updating of spatial overlaps using UPDATE. The results for this film included in Tables 1 and 2 clearly show that the analysis has been at least as successful as that of the six less-streaked films. More importantly, the amount of unique 2or data has increased from the maximum 21.4% obtainable with standard methods to 27.3% by the use of elliptical masking. The total amount of positive data available from all seven films is 9284, which represents 37% of the unique data to 2.3 A. The total amount of positive data available from standard methods was 7543 or 30% of the unique data to 2.3 A. It is our intention to process additional films that are streaked to a similar extent as film 5, in order to further increase this fraction.
Care must be taken with regard to the size of the rejected wavelength range around the detector absorption edges in the wavelength normalization of images with large streaks. For film 5, a streak length of 1.3 mm at the edge of the film corresponds to 62 ~-0.02 A for a reflection stimulated at 0.92 A (the bromine edge). Using a gap of 0.91-0.93 A for this film did not show a significant improvement over using a standard gap of 0.01 A. A similar streak length arising from a wavelength near the silver absorption edge (0.49 A) will contain a narrower spectral spread. The wavelength normalization R factors in Table 2 show that the agreement between symmetry-related reflections stimulated by very different wavelengths compares poorly with that between symmetry-related reflections of the same sign stimulated at similar (within 0.1 .A,) wavelengths, although the number of contributing reflections is more than doubled in the former case. Since symmetry-related reflections stimulated by more separated wavelengths will contain different effective wavelength ranges along the streaks, this may account in part for the observed differences in R factors. However, in this experiment it is not possible to separate out such effects from the simple fact that the agreement between symmetryrelated reflections at very different wavelengths depends critically on the success of the normalization procedure itself, while that for reflections with the same wavelength does not.
The necessary analysis of these radially streaked Laue exposures from the radiation-sensitive form-II crystals of Met-tRNA synthetase is possible for streak lengths of around 1 mm, using the standard Laue programs with the rearrangement of the standard profile bins on the films to a radial distribution. The implementation of a radially varying elliptical integration mask does, however, greatly increase the quantity of useful data obtained from these films. Further Laue films of these crystals, such as that in Fig. 2(c) , which were too streaked for integration to be realistically attempted using the standard programs, may now be processed. This will thus enable more unique data to be obtained for performing molecular-replacement studies in order to determine the form-II structure using the form-I model.
Rhodobacter sphaeroides photosynthetic reaction centre
The radial-masking procedure has also been used for the analysis of Laue exposures from crystals of a photosynthetic reaction centre from a wild-type
Rhodobacter sphaeroides (strain Y; Arnoux et al., 1989) . Time-resolved studies were performed on the reaction centre in its excited state. Successive Laue exposures were taken of a single crystal of the photosynthetic reaction centre both before (dark) and immediately after (light) photoactivation with a xenon flash lamp. Three pairs of Laue exposures were taken at different orientations to maximize the quantity of unique data. Each pair consisted of a dark and a light exposure at the same orientation. The films contained radially streaked spots, the streaking appearing to be slightly greater in one direction than the other in certain orientations. A summary of the original data processing using only the modified bin arrangement is included in Table 3 . In order to retain sufficient data for integration, a compromise overlap cutoff of 0.3 mm was chosen with spots closer than 0.15 mm being rejected. This will clearly produce instances where overlapped spots are classified as spatially separated but was considered necessary when the data were first analysed in order to maximize the amount of unique data obtained. The Laue exposures taken prior to activation gave a merged data set of 5849 unique reflections with an R factor of 0.140 (4544 reflections) for 1/o(1) > 1.5 and 0.49 < 2 < 1.80 A and an R factor of 0.131 (2827) when the anomalous components were taken into account (see Table 4 ). The data set after photoactivation gave 5615 unique reflections, for the same wavelength range, with R factors of 0.149 (4217) and 0.141 (2662), respectively, for 1/o(1)> 1.5. Each data set corresponds to approximately 30% of the unique data to 3.5 A resolution.
The six film-packs were reprocessed using radial elliptical masks for the definition of spatial overlaps and for integration. The lengths of the streaks ranged from 0.6 to 0.7 mm, with the shorter streak lengths corresponding to the films that were taken first and the longer lengths corresponding to those that were taken last. A constant streak width of 0.3 mm was used, in accordance with the overlap cutoff chosen, and the program UPDATE was used to complete the list of spatially overlapping spots. Integration masks with ellipses of corresponding sizes were used during the integration and spatial deconvolution of overlapped singlet spots was also attempted. The value of 2ma x was set to 2.3.~, as opposed to 2.0 A in the original analysis. This higher value was chosen on the basis of experience gained since the original analysis and also so as to err on the side of overprediction rather than underprediction.
The results of the inter-film-pack scaling for each of the six film-packs are included in Table 3 . These have improved considerably compared with the integrations performed using the standard Laue programs with only the arrangement of the standard profile bins modified. This is presumably predominantly a result of the incorrect designation of spatial overlaps designed to provide more data for integration in the previous integrations. A spatial cutoff of 0.3 mm in GENLA UE was used for both sets of integrations; however, further spots were designated overlapped when the radial masking was used, whereas no further flagging of overlaps was carried out for the previous integrations.
Wavelength normalization was carried out using data with l/ty(l) > 1.5 and 0.49 < 2 < 1.8 A from all six film-packs and the curves obtained were applied to each individual film-pack in turn. The normalized data were then merged using ROTAVATA/ AGROVATA (CCP4, 1979) . A merged set of 6086 unique reflections was obtained from the data set comprising the three exposures taken before photoactivation. These data had an R factor of 0.137 (4606), which became 0.130 (2745) when the anomalous components were taken into account. The data set obtained after photoactivation gave respective R factors of 0.149 (4228) and 0.136 (2532) and produced a unique data set of 5822 reflections. A summary of these results is given in Table 4 . The use of the radial masking during processing has led to an increase in the quantity of unique data obtained, with an overall improvement in merging statistics. This suggests that, although data from these streaky films of the reaction centre may be obtained wida reasonable merging statistics when the standard integration procedure, with a modified radialintegration bin arrangement, is used, it is beneficial to use the variable radial elliptical masking for processing as more data are obtained with better merging statistics. Difference maps have been calculated (Arnoux, Ducruix, Reiss-Husson, Roth, Greenhough & co-workers, unpublished results) using these data but are as yet inconclusive. A control experiment will be performed with pairs of exposures taken in a similar manner as before but with the photoactivation omitted. This will help to ascertain whether the electron density present can be attributed to changes occurring during electron transfer or to experimental artefacts or heating effects that might be taking place in the crystal.
Concluding remarks
The analysis of Laue films with slightly radially streaked spots is possible with the standard software, with a modified radial-integration-bin arrangement. It can be improved, however, by using radial integration masks based on the positions of the spots on the film. This procedure can also be used to apply integration masks of varying lengths to the streaky spots, depending on the radial variation of the streaks. The data presented here have been processed with the assumption of constant streak lengths, as this closely mimics the variation in streak lengths on these films. The use of the radial masking has improved the quality of the data obtained and has allowed previously unprocessable films to be analysed. Minor changes to the procedures outlined here will allow elliptical masks of any size, eccentricity and inclination to be used for the analysis of inherently streaked Laue films. As films with larger and larger streak lengths are processed, care must be taken not to include data that are spread over any absorption edges.
Further improvement is still needed in the processing of these radially streaked films. At present, no special account is taken of spots with overlapping neighbours at both ends in the radial direction. In these cases, there may be an incorrect rejection of points from the peak area of the spot during spatial deconvolution if the overlapping points in the peak area constitute a majority. Improvements in the spatial-overlap-deconvolution procedure will also clearly be of benefit, although the small increases in the R factor when deconvoluted data are included (see Tables 1 and 2 ) suggest that these data are being relatively well measured. Methods to take account of streak lengths that vary between integration bins and that do not show a radial inclination are currently under development.
The processing and analysis of inherently streaked Laue data arising from flow-cell studies of crystals is now possible with the implementation of variable elliptical masking. Furthermore, these procedures will also be applicable to Laue studies in general, particularly those of small molecules and small crystals where mosaic spread is high, and in the study of viruses using Laue diffraction, where the onset of radiation damage is accompanied by slight nearradial streaking of the spots.
The software described and used in this work is available as part of the SERC Daresbury Laboratory Laue Image Analysis Suite or directly from the authors.
